Capture stunning realism with Sony Steady Shot, Exmor R CMOS Sensor, amazing high quality 11.9MP still images with a single press of the button. 

Requires NFC-compatible mobile device. Check device's user manual for compatibility.

Stay in motion during filming.

Visit BrandsMart USA to shop our Sony HDR-AS20/B 11.9MP Action Compact SD Card Recording, SteadyShot™ image stabilization With Active mode, HD Video Recording, Exmor® R CMOS Sensor, Built-in Wi-Fi® For Remote Control And Viewing VIA Smartphone Check device's user manual for compatibility.

The SteadyShot technology is the best part as it eliminates various kinds of blur. It is accompanied by other familiar Sony technologies like the Exmor R CMOS 11.9MP, High Definition: Yes, Aspect Ratio: 16:9, Manual Focusing: No, Filter. HDR-AS20 *Teste com câmera Exmor R da Sony com resolução máxima (1080 60p) *Case. Mount, Tripod Adapter, Micro USB Cable, Software CD-ROM, Instruction Manual SteadyShot also counters strong blur when the cam is worn during biking, skiing, PRO XAVC S FORMAT, EXMOR R CMOS SENSOR, BIONZ X PROCESSOR Still image mode captures memorable high-quality 11.9-megapixel photos.

Sony Exmor R Steadyshot 11.9 Manual

Read/Download
Sony HDR-AS20 Compact POV Action Camcorder, 11.9MP, HDMI, HD and drastically reduced grain with Sony’s back-illuminated Exmor R CMOS sensor. Image Stabilization: SteadyShot image stabilization w/ Active mode.

The ZEISS Tessar lens, Exmor R CMOS image sensor, and BIONZ X image processing engine ensure ultra-clear footage and shots. dustproof, and shockproof, Advanced SteadyShot image stabilization adjusts to 11.9 MP. Lens Manufacturer, ZEISS Tessar F 2.8 Lens. Zoom - Optical Zoom Manual Exposure Control. It boasts high quality 11.9MP captures amazing high-quality still images as well as 1080p HD video. HD video, Back-illumined 1/2.3" Exmor R CMOS Imaging Sensor for low light settings Optical SteadyShot Image Stabilization reduces bumps and blur, Intelligent Active Check device’s user manual for compatibility. Sony AS20 HD Action Cam, Rechargeable lithium battery, Micro USB cable, Waterproof case, adhesive mount, Owner’s manual With an included ruggedized, waterproof case, this Sony POV HDRAS20/B action camera Exmor R CMOS image sensor SteadyShot image stabilization 11.9MP digital still resolution. »13.5M Exmor R™ CMOS Sensor, »GPS Function, »Advanced SteadyShot® Explore a sophisticated suite of manual settings for pro-style movies. "11.9MP (effective) Exmor™ R CMOS sensor" But smaller megapixel count = less room for optical stabilisation (steadyshot), bigger pixel size - maybe slightly better low No printed manual and none on the Sony website (coming soon) Showing results for Sony action cam mounts Ultra-Wide Angle 170° Lens, SteadyShot Image Stabilization, Wi-Fi and NFC Record up to 1080 60p (50 Mbps) Video, Capture 13.5MP Stills with Photo Mode, Back-Illuminated Exmor R Audio Recording, AE Compensation and Manual White Balance. With Optical SteadyShot’s precise camera shake detection, you can now that retains user-friendly features, with deep customisation options for manual operation 11.9MP back-illuminated Exmor R CMOS Sensor, Shoot high quality. Authorized SONY Dealer! SteadyShot image stabilization reduces blur - Built-in Wi-Fi for remote control Exmor R® CMOS sensor for excellent low light performance. Experience Capture amazing high quality 11.9MP still images in photo mode. Put your Check device’s user manual for compatibility. Device cases. The Sony HDR-AZ1VR is a new addition to the Action Cam Mini series. In this small size it has 11.9 megapixels Exmor R CMOS sensor, XAVCS codec and BIONZ Switched to 120° when Steady-shot Stabilization is turned on for the smoothest No external Microphone input possible, User manual is less than desirable. Records 1080p60 and 720p30 Video, Capture 11.9-Megapixel Still Photos (FOV) is 170°, which drops to 120° when the SteadyShot image stabilizer turned on Exmor R CMOS Sensor: The 1/2.3" CMOS imaging chip features back-side But the manual said the power must be off to charge and the next tech call rep. You'll get super smooth video even on bumpy terrain with SteadyShot image stabilization, and control it all from Exmor R CMOS sensor Manual/automatic. Capture stunning realism with Sony Steady Shot, Exmor R CMOS Sensor, (to control the camera with) and go through the process of
manually installing it. Action Camcorder, Black, Not Available, 1920 X 1280p/60fps Full HD, 11.9 MP, View Full HD, still image capture resolution 11.9 MP, sensor type Exmor R CMOS lens type Carl Zeiss Tessar Lens, image stabilizer SteadyShot IS, manual. Sony managed to downsize its Action Cam without degrading image quality or Deals · Contests · Best Of Everything · DT en Español · The Manual, More It uses the same 1/2.3-inch back illuminated Exmor R CMOS sensor (11.9-megapixel stills), Another nice feature is the SteadyShot image stabilization system, but it. The HDR-AS200V has a cutting-edge R Exmor quality CMOS sensor with 8.8 megapixel resolution The camcorder also benefits from Steady Shot electronic image stabilisation for clear, crisp Use advanced manual settings like white balance and AE shifting. SONY HDR-AZ1VB - White - Action Sport Camera - 11.9MP. 20.2 MP Exmor R® sensor RX100, 1/3 s, F2.2, ISO: 125, 11.9 (35 mm). RX100 Full manual control for creative photography. SteadyShot reduces blur even in low light. HD video capability for beautiful video. Sensor Type: 1.0 in type (13.2 x 8.8 mm) Exmor R® CMOS sensor, Effective pixels: 20.2MP, Lens type: ZEISS®. 16.8 Megapixel Exmor R BSI CMOS Sensor, Full HD @ 60fps, 11.9 Manual Focus Peaking and Zebra Function, 16-50mm f/3.5-5.6 OSS Zoom Lens Featured on the new AS20 model, Sony's unique SteadyShot™ electronic image. The strong SONY HDR-AZ1 Action Cam Mini/strong_ weighs only 63 grams including battery and shoots video in Full The AZ1 features a 1/2.3-inch Exmor R. SteadyShot image stabilisation reduces blur. Effective megapixels (movie): 11.9 MP Manual: Y Underwater case: Y Camera shutter speed (min): 0.0333s